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Dear Readers
December has come and gone. January has come to
its end. The most important thing for us here at
MeTambo News business has gone on and we have
seen contrary to recent trends plays Danai Gurira’s
The Convert directed by Adam Immerwahr and Private Lives directed by Zane E. Lucas being staged to
good audiences during the Festive season.
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The Director and the Stage,
an opinion piece on theatre, love and
life by Rudo Sheron Mutangadura

Dreams by Traver Tussi Mudzonga

We have also been rethinking our work and are on
our way to bringing you a much better and improved
newsletter. Here is to hoping that you will be with us
on this thrilling and exciting journey.

This is your space dear theatre lovers, workers and
supporters. Welcome once again to a place where we
talk about Zakucheza, Imidlalo and everything theatrical. Do enjoy MeTambo News.

“If the future doesn't come toward
you, you have to go and fetch
it.”Proverb

Gift Marovatsanga speaks to Kudzai
Chimbaira in Notes from Abroad
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by Rudo Sheron Mutangadura

Savannah Trust hosted a Theatre Directing workshop in Harare facilitated by Roel Twijnstra
who is based in Durban from 27th to 31st January 2014. A lot of inspiration was given and
many useful skills were taught to the participants during the course of the week; from directing a play to breaking down and workshopping a script. Of all the skills taught, the most interesting to me were the sessions on The director and the stage.

During the sessions, the facilitator pointed out that a theatre audience needs assistance on where to look and who to
listen to when actors are on stage. What is done in film by a camera must be achieved on stage by observing a set of
laws on body position, levels and contrast so as to create both beauty and clarity in a scene. This was of particular
interest to me because these rules are useful not only on stage but also in life and love. The people we interact with
at work, in business as well as in our personal lives often need help on whether to focus their attention on us and/or a
particular situation or away from us and/or the situation at hand. To explain this a little further, I will examine a particular exercise that, we, the participants did a few times during the course of the workshop.
The participants were often required to walk around a space, with the objective of filling the space, first very slowly
and then with increased pace. In order to fill the space, the participants had to have an awareness of the position of
everyone else walking in the space. Each person had to know, who was in front of them, next to them and behind
them in order to avoid bumping into each other. The participant was also required, within their movements, whether
fast or slow to move into a vacant position and avoid spaces that were already filled.
For a director, it is of course essential that he/she knows where everybody on stage is and what they are doing while
they are moving in the space. For an actor it is even more important to know the position of everyone else on stage
with him. For the artist, trying to make a living from his craft, it is essential to know what other artists in his field
are up to, exactly where they are positioned and for the artist to strive to keep moving at a fast or slow pace into a
vacant position, a space/niche occupied by no one else. And what of the lover? Any theatre director would advise
that it is of course vital to know who is in front of you, behind you and next to you and in order to avoid bumping
into other people; move only into a vacant space.
There were many other exercises done and lessons taught that if understood and applied not only on stage but also in
love and living, would lead to much beauty and clarity in the scenes of life. The most important thing to remember
is that there is always a vacant position as long as people are moving. Stagnation leads to scenes that are dull, uninteresting and hold very little beauty.
On the whole, the workshop was challenging, the facilitator experienced and knowledgeable, and the experience rewarding.

Contest: “My Music MasterPeace”
MasterPeace in Concert, Istanbul
Submission deadline: February 28, 2014
“My Music MasterPeace” is a global music competition
hosted by MasterPeace inviting all musicians of all genres
from all over the world to become the opening act of MasterPeace in Concert in Istanbul on September 21, 2014, the UN
International Day of Peace. World leaders and musicians
such as Desmond Tutu, Angelique Kidjo, Emmanuel Jal and
others will be participating. Submissions accepted until February 28, 2014. View the poster and learn more.
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Hello! We are pleased to profile Gift Tapiwa Marovatsanga, currently based in KwaZulu Natal. Kudzai Chimbaira (KC) talks to Gift
Tapiwa Marovatsanga (GTM) who is an actor, writer, director, Arts
consultant, educator, and Drama and Theatre Studies lecturer. He
graduated from the University of Zimbabwe with a BA Honours in
Theatre Arts before joining Theory X Media in Harare and then later
studied M.A in Drama (Applied Drama) at University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa.

KC -You live in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, why did
you choose to set foot there?
GTM- Fate brought me here. I was walking down the street in
Johannesburg when I received a call from the University of
Zululand inviting me to send my C.V and certificates to be
considered for a Drama Lecturer post. I had not applied for it,
a friend had recommended me, and that's how I got the post.
Relocating to KwaZulu-Natal was so refreshing. I live two
minutes away from the beach, and the environment is way
more relaxed than Johannesburg or Harare even.
KC-You are a drama lecture, what kind of theatre
courses do you teach?
GTM- I have taught a variety of courses in drama and theatre
studies over the past three years. I have taught introduction to
drama, acting for stage and film, script writing for stage and
screen writing, arts in education and community arts, directing, arts management, and applied drama and theatre. I love
teaching Directing and Acting and I also enjoy community
theatre.
KC -Africa is considered to be very cultural, but on the
international theatre scene, it’s the western theatre that’s
dominating, as a lecturer what are you doing or what has
to be done to raise the standard of the diverse “African”
theatre.
GTM- I learnt storytelling from my grandmother before I
learnt it at the drama school. The importance of teaching Oral
Literature and African Storytelling and Folklore can never be
underestimated. Drama, Theatre, Music and Dance have never
been separated from daily lives in many African Cultures. I
always lay a foundation of African Oral tradition, storytelling
and performance as an introduction to drama and theatre studies.
KC-At the moment most theatre is driven by donor funding, which comes with restriction and no chance for the
arms length principle, what implications does this have on
the growth of theatre in the long run?

GTM -Theatre has always had, and will always
have the power to influence the birth, re-birth,
transformation, change or the end of socioeconomic, political and religious trends. Theatre
can speak to anything; real or non-real. Sadly,
those that have the funds, dictate the ‘what’.
'When', 'where' and 'how' theatre must be used.
Donor funding always come with the message and
the restrictions and as long as the funding is controlled by the ones with an agenda, theatre will always suffer! A lot of artists sing praises to dictators, not because they like them, but because these
dictators are the ones who butter the artists' bread!

KC-The west still dominate the art market economically and ideologically, in your view, from
Southern Africa who are the leading artists
working hard to reverse this view?
GTM -The west may be dominating the art market, but Africa has risen to have its own market for
its own people. There has been a rise of local content across Africa's art markets and indigenous art
forms have always been popular even on an international level. Africa has its own devoted artists,
young and old, in companies or individuals, some
popular and some only known in local scenes. I
won't single anyone out, because if I start listing I
will not finish anytime soon; the list is too long!
But let me say I am humbled by the many new developments in the Zimbabwean theatre scene of
late. Big up to all the artists working tirelessly to
be the change that we witness today!
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KC-Is there a difference in your artistic self expression in South Africa compared to when you do projects overseas (you’ve been to France and Brazil) or even back home in Zimbabwe?
GTM -Zimbabwe cannot be compared to any other place in the world in as far as self expression is concerned. The left
hand cannot trust the right hand and you can imagine how sensitive artists have to be in-order to be able to have the next
show! This is different in South Africa, where you can insult respectable office bearers in the name of art and still walk
free afterwards. The political landscape in other places overseas, allow for freedom of expression.
KC -Do you think there is a Zimbabwean theatre scene and what kind of reputation does it have?
GTM -Theatre in Zimbabwe has come a long way. There are different theatre types and spaces ranging from street theatre, community theatre, political/ protest theatre, stand up comedy, and repertory theatre. Zimbabwe has its own local,
regional, national and international theatre festivals that have stood the taste of time and that have a maintained a positive reputation over the years.
KC -How do you motivate your students to continue studying theatre?
GTM -The passion I have for theatre is enough to convince anyone that it is the best career ever! My students know that
theatre is sacred for me and they know you can mess with anything else, but not my theatre! I always get my students to
attend shows and festivals and expose them to the local theatre scene to get them encouraged and challenged.
That’s it for this issue folks. Keep well! For feedback: kudzai.chimbaira@gmail.com

Dream

I will call this particularly unique dream an individual
calling. A calling is not special in itself but what is
By Traver Tussi Mudzonga
done with it when one takes heed makes it special.
Think of how many voices sang during the Zimbabwe
Why do we get troubled and at times frustrated when we
liberation struggle but Thomas Mapfumo stands out as
know we had a dream we can no longer remember? Yes, we
often say that what we do not know does not kill us yet know- the Chimurenga Rebel. He was even arrested for his
protest music. I always hear people who point out that
ing we dreamt about something we do not know can kill a
day’s vibe. A dream lost in the process of awakening can send they used to draw, paint, sing, write among others
when they were young before pursuing different caone troubled throughout a whole day. At times blurry and in
reers. On the other hand there are those who after decsenseless shades of grey yet taking hold of mind, heart and
ades in one field suddenly struck gold. After venturthe inner self, a dream presents itself.
ing into their hearts desire they have realised a life
Hang on now, this is not a psych column. We are talking eco- time career from a job.
nomics, career, passion, skill, satisfaction, purpose and lots of
One thing for sure is those living and breathing their
hard work (physical and or mental) put together in what we
dreams money was the least driving force in their
call a dream. How so? Well think of a dream home or job or
vacation, they all do not merely happen, do they? They all re- when they started out. The dream itself was the driving force. It was the energy that kept them going when
quire some degree of careful planning ending with a positive
other people told them they were wasting time, skills
direct economic effect on someone’s pocket.
and resources. It is never easy yet it will flow a day at
A dream has the same characteristics even when applies to the a time. So dream people.
arts business. Sadly it is the cold hearted approach usually
Never be afraid to dream. Do not be too big headed to
applied in the arts that produce nightmares of a dream. Pastake a leave from reality. Your dream can shape realsion is the first character expressed towards a dream and if
ity. Never stop learning even from little children.
pursued on its own, hearts and people burnt out faster than a
Never resist growth. When all is said and done, hold
candle made somewhere in the East. A dream simply put is
on to your dream loosely enough for others to take
that which we set out to do, to love, to live and talk about
ownership of it and in the process grow your dream. It
without necessarily using words in this life time. This does
not mean smooth sailing or a walk in a park rather involving a is your dream, many can help. Dream and dream bigger than the last 5 minutes! When your dream arrives
conscious choice to face all the hurdles that may present
remember to inspire and help others dream.
themselves along the way.
There are many dreams one has in a life time but one particular dream will captivate you like no other.
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Ready to take action on the MDGs?
2014 Call for Applications: 15th of Feb –
15th of June
You have developed a social project using
ICT? It works online or on smart devices? You are under
30? You want to make a real difference in your community?
Kudzai Chimbaira

Then you should apply for the World Summit Youth Award Privillage N. Mutendera
2014 and get the chance to present your project on a global
stage!
Go to www.youthaward.org to apply.
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Lloyd Nyikadzino

BN POETRY AWARD 2014
THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE 1,000 US
DOLLARS
Guidelines for Submissions:
-It is open to ALL African poets who will not have published a fulllength collection of poetry by May 2014
-Submissions should be original, in English and not more than 40
lines. Times New Roman or Arial, single-spaced and size 12.
-Local languages are accepted only if English translations are sent
alongside them
-Send a maximum of three poems and a minimum of one poem to
bnpoetryaward@mail.com as a word attachment. DO NOT include your name or contact details on the poem itself
-The subject line should read, “BNPA 2014”
-Include your name, email address, country or birth and country of
permanent residence, telephone number and the titles of your poems in the body of the email
-The submissions will be accepted from January 6th to May 5th 2014
-More details on the face book page, Babishai Niwe Poetry Foundation, on the blog http://bnpoetryaward.blogspot.com and website
www.bnpoetryaward.co.ug

Royal Court Theatre (London, United Kingdom): International Playwrights Group
In summer 2014, five international playwrights will be invited to London to take part
in a focused, residential writers group, working with members of the Royal Court Theatre
artistic team from 2 to 19 July 2014
(inclusive). Deadline for applications: 14
March 2014

Sylt Foundation (Germany) - African Writer’s
Residency Programme
The African Writer’s Residency offers a residency to writers of contemporary African
literature, who engage with contemporary
themes and concerns of Africa and the African Diaspora. The award is open to published (not self-published) writers of poetry,
prose, plays and novels. Deadline for applications: 21 February 2014.

